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PENTECH, THE NEXT GENERATION 
B2B WEALTH MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION USING A PATENTED 
RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACH. 

THE BEST WAY TO HELP YOUR 
CUSTOMERS REACH THEIR GOALS.

Digital trends in wealth management have 
transformed investment management into a low-cost 
product space. All financial providers are using 
technology to better serve endcustomers and at a 
reduced cost.

The current second phase of digitization of wealth 
management goes beyond reducing costs and is 
focused on providing personalized & compliant 
solutions that fit customers’ goals. This requires 
sophisticated algorithms with compliance 
capabilities built-in. Pentech o�ers such a 
comprehensive solution within in a goal-based 
investing framework. Its algorithms deliver a 
personalized solution, while taking into account the 
inherent uncertainties of markets.

Pentech is a next generation wealth management 
solution that empowers banks, asset managers, 
financial advisors to serve clients at large scale and 
with a customized goal-oriented approach. Pentech 
specializes in determining for each person, the risk 
of missing one`s goals. It recognizes that risk 
appetite depends on several factors and doesn’t ask 
you to pretend you know a priori the amount of risk 
you are willing to take. Pentech is in the business of 
capturing this risk variability and optimizing your 
investment holdings accordingly. Most other wealth 
management solutions, either fix their risk measures 
or can only o�er this personalization for large AUM.

The Pentech patented algorithm has been approved 
by the US Patent and Trademark o�ce. The 
algorithm works both for shorter and longer 
time-horizons. The optimizer adjusts in real-time for 
changes in market conditions and in personal 
circumstances. It also handles the decumulation 
phase for pension planning. It can work at scale for a 
large number of end-clients with small or large AUM 
each, whether planning for the short or the 
long-term. This empowers investment professionals 
to o�er real-time compliant, personalized, 
goal-based allocations at mass scale. 

Pentech has recently strengthened its collaboration 
with IBM Watson to continue improving on client 
personalization and its forecasts in di�erent future 
scenarios. The Pentech algorithms perform billions 
of calculations in seconds, allowing banks, asset 
managers, financial advisors, to deploy the Pentech 
optimizer for the mass-market. This is the first time, 
that a patented risk management approach to 
managing wealth is available for the masses in a 
highly personalized manner.
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